
FLAT-LINE/TOP-LINE

Kokanee & Trout Trolling 
with Poulsen Cascade 

Tackle
  

NO DOWNRIGGER NEEDED

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

- Free Slide

- Techni-Strand Kokanee Bumper Leader

- Arrow Flash - OR - Cousin Carl Lake Troll

- Arrow Spin or Wild Weasel

- Cannonball weights or similar

HOW TO RIG
Arrow Flash

From your mainline,
1. String on the Free Slide with the dropper snap

closest to your rod tip
2. Tie your mainline directly to the Free Slide

bead chain
3. Attach the duo-lock of your Techni-Strand to

the Free Slide bead chain
4. Clip an Arrow Flash Dodger to the bead

chain/duo-lock end of the Techni-Strand
5. Clip on an Arrow Spin or Wild Weasel

Cousin Carl
From your mainline,
1. String on the Free Slide with the dropper 

snap closest to your rod tip
2. Tie your mainline directly to the Free Slide

bead chain
3. Using a duo lock, attach the snap swivel of

your Cousin Carl to the Free Slide bead chain
4. Clip on an Arrow Spin or Wild Weasel

TECHNIQUES & PRESENTATION
TROLLING: Arrow Flash Dodgers run at a wide range of speeds, from 
approximately 0.6-1.8MPH. On average, 1.0-1.7MPH is a great range to start with. 
Let the fish tell you what speed presentation they want that day! Cousin Carl 
Lake Trolls will run at virtually any troll speed, so experiment to see what the 
fish respond to that day.

LEADER: When trolling the Arrow Spin Micro Spinner behind an Arrow Flash 
Dodger, running a leader length from 6-16” can be very successful, with 8-10” 
often being the sweet spot. When trolling a Wild Weasel behind an Arrow Flash, 
slightly longer leader lengths are generally used, usually 10-16” in length. When 
trolling a Cousin Carl Lake Troll with an Arrow Spin or Wild Weasel behind, you 
can use leader lengths up to approximately 24”.

BAITING: Both the Arrow Spin and Wild Weasel have fish-catching action of 
their own, but to make your presentation even more irresistible, tip your hooks 
with your favorite Kokanee or Trout bait. Be careful- too much bait can add drag 
or block the point of the hook.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.POULSENCASCADETACKLE.COM
FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM @POULSENCASCADETACKLE

*SEE REVERSE FOR LARGER DIAGRAMS
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Mainline

Mainline

TECHNI-STRAND KOKANEE BUMPER
- American made coated stainless steel and 

stainless steel snaps
- Duo-Locks on both ends for quick and easy 

gear change out
- Shielded crimps and very kink-resistant 
- Strong bumper = less loss of gear

ARROW FLASH DODGER
- Side-to-side swinging action in almost a 

180° U shape
- Ready to run right out of the package - no 

tuning needed
- Works well at a wide range of trolling 

speeds or river currents
- Adds an enticing action to your bait or lure 

Free-Slide

Swivel-Grip Grooves straddle your 
knot to protect it and lock the end 
of your swivel to prevent line twist 
from transferring to your mainline

PRO TIP: Don’t put a bumper bead between 
the Bead Chain and Free Slide - this will 

defeat the line-twist reduction & knot 
protection properties of the Free-Slide 

design. 

COUSIN CARL
- Blades spin in opposite directions and line up at 

various intervals creating a counter-rotational 
double flash effect

- Effective even at very slow trolling speeds

FREE SLIDE
- Spreader and a slider in one
- Keeps your lead off your mainline
- The tube is both chemical and 

shatter resistant and slides well on 
braid or mono without grooving

ARROW SPIN
- Uses the time-proven Bear Valley 

spinner blades 
- Leader is designed with 12lb test 

Maxima monofilament leader line, 
premium beads, and quality hooks

- Made in top fish catching colors

WILD WEASEL
- Quick and erratic action - flips and flitters wildly
- American made stainless steel split-rings
- Solid brass blank with ultra UV finishes

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.POULSENCASCADETACKLE.COM
FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM @POULSENCASCADETACKLE

FLAT-LINE/TOP-LINE

KOKANEE & TROUT TROLLING 
  

WITHOUT A DOWNRIGGER 
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